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(57) ABSTRACT 

A ?ap projecting from a glue joint betWeen tWo paper strips 
after an on-the-?y supply roll change is shortened by con 
tinuously displacing the strips in a straight line, in a travel 
direction, and at a travel speed along a path such that the ?ap 
lies ?atly against an outer face of the strips and engaging at 
least a part of a separating device against the outer face in 
the path. At least the part of the separating device engaging 
the strip is displaced in the travel direction at a speed greater 
than the travel speed such that, When the separating device 
engages the ?ap, the ?ap is boWed out aWay from the outer 
face downstream of the separating device. Ablade is juxta 
posed With the outer face of the strip immediately doWn 
stream of the separating device such that the boWed out ?ap 
engages and is cut by the blade. 

15 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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SHORTENING THE FLAP OF PAPER 
FOLLOWING A SUPPLY-ROLL CHANGE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is the US national phase of PCT appli 
cation PCT/EP01/08530, ?led 24 Jul. 2001, published 28 
Feb. 2002 as WO 02/16241, and claiming the priority of 
German patent application 100419690 itself ?led 25 Aug. 
2000. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to a method of shortening a ?ap 
hanging off a continuously moving paper strip, in particular 
the ?ap left after an on-the-?y roll change doWnstream of a 
location Where tWo paper strips are glued together Wherein 
the paper strip is moved past a separating device moving 
faster than the paper strip and the ?ap is frictionally engaged 
by the separating device and separated from the paper strip 
and severed neared the joined location. The invention further 
relates to an apparatus intended for carrying out this method 
according to the invention. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Continuously operating paper-treating machines, in par 
ticular rotating-roll machines, are loaded With paper strips 
that are Wound off supply rolls. When one roll is depleted, 
it is replaced by a neW roll Without stopping the treatment 
machine. Roll changers are knoWn that effect a so-called 
“on-the-?y roll change.” This is done by providing an 
adhesive band on the leading end of a fresh roll Waiting for 
use. The neW roll is rotated and brought to a peripheral speed 
that is synchroniZed With that of the almost empty roll. At the 
appropriate time the paper strip is pressed against the neW 
roll so as to contact the adhesive band. In this manner the 
leading end of the neW strip is adhered to the running-out 
strip. The running-out strip is cut off after a slight delay. The 
delay is necessitated by the inertia of the cutter and the 
cycling time of the control system. This leaves a so-called 
?ap that projects from the adhesive band and that has a 
length determined by the length of the delay. The length of 
the ?ap is a function of the strip speed as Well as of the delay 
time. If for example the delay is 10 ms and the strip speed 
is 15 m/s, the ?ap is 150 mm long. 

Practice has shoWn that such ?aps can cause problems in 
the doWnstream treatment stations. German patent document 
198 04 415, Which the instant invention is based on, 
describes a method that manages to cut the ?ap to a harmless 
residue of at most several millimeters long. It also describes 
several systems for carrying out the method With this knoWn 
method the glued-together paper strips are de?ected about 
an arc having a center of curvature on the face opposite the 
?ap. When the ?ap moves through the arc it is sWung out by 
centrifugal force and cut by a blade that is closely spaced 
from the strip. The separating effect of the centrifugal force 
can be augmented by an air blast that is directed betWeen the 
paper strip and the ?ap parallel to the travel direction of the 
strip. In order to ensure that the cut is made, in one 
embodiment a separating device, eg a suction drum or belt, 
is set at a spacing of 20 to 60 mm from the paper strip 
upstream of the blade and is driven at a speed that is greater 
than the travel speed of the strip. The ?ap that is separated 
by the air blast and centrifugal force from the strip is held by 
the suction of the separating device, accelerated by friction, 
and thus fed to the blade. 
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OBJECT OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the invention to simplify the method 
described above and also to provide a simpli?ed apparatus 
for carrying out the neW method. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The ?rst part of the stated object is attained in that the ?ap 
is engaged by the separating device While it is still lying 
against the paper strip. Unlike the prior art, With the neW 
method the ?ap is not ?rst separated from the strip before it 
is frictionally engaged by the separating device. The sepa 
rating device engages the ?ap While it is lying against the 
strip and accelerates it to a speed greater than the travel 
speed of the strip. This boWs out the ?ap right up to the 
location Where it is glued to the strip and in this manner 
separates it from the strip. The ?ap moves to the blade in this 
position and is cut immediately adjacent the glued location. 

The second part of the stated object is attained in that 
during an on-the-?y supply-roll change the envelope 
engages the paper strip. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

The draWing serves for explaining the invention. 
FIGS. 1 through 7 schematically shoW respective embodi 

ments of the invention. 

SPECIFIC DESCRIPTION 

As shoWn in FIG. 1, a paper strip 1 is guided over tWo 
vertically spaced de?ecting rolls 2 and 3. BetWeen the tWo 
de?ecting rolls 2 and 3 the strip 1 moves in the direction of 
arroW 4 in a straight path. Closely juXtaposed With the strip 
path is a rotatably mounted suction drum 5 that engages the 
paper strip 1 in a line or narroW band. The interior of the 
suction drum 5 is connected to the intake of an unillustrated 
bloWer. The perforated surface of the suction drum 5 has 
relative to paper a higher coef?cient of friction than paper 
does on paper. In order to achieve this, it is rubber coated. 
The suction drum 5 is connected With an unillustrated rotary 
drive. Closely juXtaposed beloW the suction drum is a blade 
6. Its cutting edge, Which is preferably serrated, is directed 
toWard the suction drum 5, that is against the travel direction 
4 of the paper strip 1. The spacing betWeen the paper strip 
1 and the blade 6 determines the length of the residue of a 
?ap 8 projecting from a glue joint betWeen tWo paper bands 
forming the strip 1; it thus is preferably at most a feW 
millimeters. 

In practice When the drive is shut off the suction drum 5 
is moved into an unillustrated rest position out of contact 
With the paper strip 1. Shortly before a supply-roll change, 
the suction drum 5 is moved into the position of FIG. 1. 

Simultaneously the bloWer is turned on. The drive is also 
turned on so that the suction drum 5 is rotated in the 
direction of arroW 7. The rotation rate is so high that its 
peripheral speed is substantially greater than the travel speed 
of the paper strip. The speeds lie at a ratio of betWeen 1/1.5 
and 1/10. Thus as soon as the glued location passes the 
contact line betWeen the suction drum 5 and the paper strip 
1, the ?ap 8, Which to start With is pressed by the surround 
ing air ?atly against the paper strip 1, is engaged frictionally 
by the suction drum 5. The outer surface of the suction drum 
5 is in this case an envelope that is frictionally effective. The 
?ap 8 is moved doWnstream With the peripheral velocity of 
the suction drum 5 so that its face turned toWard the paper 
strip starts to slide. This boWs out the doWnstream portion of 
the ?ap 8. The boWed-out ?ap 8 separated from the paper 
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strip 1 engages the blade 6 and is thus cut off, leaving a 
harmless residue. Then the suction drum 5 is moved back 
into its rest position. This process is repeated each time a 
supply roll is changed, that is every 20 to 30 minutes. 

The apparatus shoWn in FIG. 2 is different from that 
described above in that instead of the suction drum 5 there 
is an endless suction belt 11 spanned over rolls 9 and 10. 
BetWeen the active reach closer to the paper strip and the 
other reach there is an unillustrated suction box that is open 
on its side toWard the active reach. The suction box is 
connected With an unillustrated bloWer. When in use, the 
upper upstream roll 9 is so closely juxtaposed With the paper 
strip 1 that the suction belt 11 Whose outer face is the 
envelope bears lightly on the paper strip 1. The spacing 
betWeen the other roll 10 and the paper strip 1 is greater so 
that the spacing betWeen the suction belt 11 and the paper 
strip 1 increases in the travel direction 4. Operation is like 
the operation described With reference to FIG. 1 so that 
further discussion is unnecessary. 

FIG. 3 shoWs a further embodiment Wherein the entrain 
ment element is a rotor 12 that is connected With an 
unillustrated rotary drive. The rotor 12 is formed mainly as 
a shaft 13 and a round rod 14 parallel to it and ?xed to the 
shaft 13 by radial arms 15. The rod 14 is provided With a 
friction-increasing covering. The spacing betWeen the axis 
of the shaft 13 When in use and the paper strip 1 is a little 
smaller than the radius of the envelope 16 Which is de?ned 
by the orbit of the rotor 12. In other Words, the rod 14 
orbiting in the direction of the arroW 7 about the shaft 13 
engages lightly on the passing paper strip 1. 

It is clear that the rotor 12 can have a plurality of the rods 
14 Which are arranged like a star, angularly equispaced about 
the shaft 12. 

In practice the ?ap 8 Which moves past the rotor 12 is 
struck at least once by the rod 14. Preferably the lengths of 
the arms 15, the rotation rate of the rotor 12, and the number 
of rods 14 of the rotor 12 are such that each passing ?ap 8 
is struck several times. With each bloW the part of the ?ap 
8 that is struck is frictionally engaged by the rod 14 that is 
moving faster than the paper strip 1 and is pushed relative to 
the paper strip 1 in the travel direction 4. Thus the leading 
part of the ?ap 8 is boWed out and separated from the paper 
strip 1. The ?ap 8 arrives at the blade 6 in this position and 
is cut off, leaving a harmless residue. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 4 the separating element is a 
round brush 17 rotatable about its axis. The distance 
betWeen the axis of the brush 17 and the paper strip 1 is a 
little smaller than the radius of the envelope 16. When the 
brush 17 is in its use position and rotates in the direction 7, 
the paper strip 1 is stroked in a narroW band by the brush 17. 
When a ?ap 8 comes into the band-shaped effective range of 
the brush 17, it is moved by friction relative to the paper strip 
1 in the travel direction 4 so that the leading part of the ?ap 
8, Which has already passed the effective range, boWs out. 

In the embodiments shoWn in FIGS. 5 through 7, the 
separating element is the round brush 17. An inner side of 
the passing paper strip 1 engages opposite the brush 17 
against a support, in FIG. a support roll 18, in FIG. 6 a slide 
plate 19, and in FIG. 7 a round brush 20. The provision of 
a support element is particularly advantageous When the 
separating element is a round brush 17. The support 18, 19, 
or 20 bears With a countervailing force Which is necessary to 
create suf?cient friction. In the embodiment according to 
FIG. 7 the separating effect is increased by the repulsive 
effect of an electrical charge that is created by contact With 
the brushes 17 and 20 as Well as With the ?ap 8 and paper 
strip 1. 
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I claim: 
1. A method of shortening a ?ap projecting from a glue 

location betWeen tWo paper strips after an on-the-?y supply 
roll change, the method comprising the steps of: 

continuously displacing the strips in a straight line, in a 
travel direction, and at a travel speed along a path such 
that the ?ap lies ?atly against an outer face of the strips; 

engaging at least a part of a separating device against the 
outer face in the path; 

displacing at least the part of the separating device in the 
travel direction at a speed greater than the travel speed 
such that, When the separating device engages the ?ap, 
the ?ap is boWed out aWay from the outer face doWn 
stream of the separating devices; and 

juxtaposing a blade With the outer face of the strip 
immediately doWnstream of the separating device such 
that the boWed out ?ap engages and is cut by the blade. 

2. The ?ap-shortening method de?ned in claim 1 Wherein 
the separating device is a roll having a surface forming the 
part, the roll being rotated to displace the part. 

3. The ?ap-shortening method de?ned in claim 1 Wherein 
the separating device is a rod having a surface forming the 
part, the rod being orbited about an axis adjacent the path to 
displace the part. 

4. The ?ap-shortening method de?ned in claim 1 Wherein 
the separating device is a round brush having bristles Whose 
outer ends form the part, the brush being rotated about an 
axis adjacent the path to displace the part. 

5. The ?ap-shortening method de?ned in claim 1 Wherein 
the separating device is a suction belt having a stretch With 
an outer surface forming the part, the stretch being advanced 
in the travel direction to displace the part. 

6. The ?ap-shortening method de?ned in claim 1, further 
comprising the step of 

supporting an inner face of the strips in the path opposite 
the outer face and thereby preventing transverse de?ec 
tion of the strips by the device aWay from the device. 

7. The ?ap-shortening method de?ned in claim 1, further 
comprising the step of 

electrostatically charging the strips and ?ap in the path 
and thereby urging the ?ap to separate from the strips 
in the path. 

8. The ?ap-shortening apparatus de?ned in claim 1 
Wherein the separating device is a suction belt having a 
stretch With an outer surface forming the part, the drive 
means advancing the stretch in the travel direction to dis 
place the part. 

9. An apparatus for shortening a ?ap projecting from a 
glue location betWeen tWo paper strips after an on-the-?y 
supply roll change, the apparatus comprising: 

conveyor means for continuously displacing the strips in 
a straight line, in a travel direction, and at a travel speed 
along a path such that the ?ap lies ?atly against an outer 
face of the strips. 

a separating device juxtaposed With the path and having 
a part engaging the outer face in the path; 

drive means for displacing at least the part of the sepa 
rating device in the travel direction at a speed greater 
than the travel speed such that, When the separating 
device engages the ?ap, the ?ap is boWed out aWay 
from the outer face doWnstream of the separating 
device; and 

a blade a blade juxtaposed With the outer face of the strip 
immediately doWnstream of the separating device, 
Whereby the boWed out ?ap engages and is cut by the 
blade. 
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10. The ?ap-shortening apparatus de?ned in claim 9, 
wherein the separating device is a roll having a surface 
forming the part, the drive means rotating the roll being to 
displace the part. 

11. The ?ap-shortening apparatus de?ned in claim 9 
Wherein the separating device is a rod having a surface 
forming the part, the drive means orbiting the rod being 
about an aXis adjacent the path to displace the part. 

12. The ?ap-shortening apparatus de?ned in claim 9 
Wherein the separating device is a round brush having 
bristles Whose outer ends form the part, the drive means 
rotating the brush about an aXis adjacent the path to displace 
the part. 
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13. The ?ap-shortening apparatus de?ned in claim 9, 

further comprising 
a support engaging an inner face of the strips in the path 

opposite the outer face and preventing transverse 
de?ection of the strips by the device away from the 
device. 

14. The ?ap-shortening apparatus de?ned in claim 13 
Wherein the support is a rotating brush engaging the inner 
face. 

15. The ?ap-shortening apparatus de?ned in claim 13 
Wherein the support is a plate engaging the inner face. 

* * * * * 


